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D eclaration of the global COVID-19 pandemic led to the 
implementation of several clinical and policy-related 
measures to mitigate risk to vulnerable populations and 

conserve health care resources. Literature from early waves of 
the pandemic characterized patients with cancer as a vulnerable 
population.1,2 Moreover, cancer surgery can be highly resource 
intensive, which could strain the health care system’s ability to 
respond to the pandemic. Accordingly, in March 2020, the 
Ontario government recommended reducing the number of can-
cer surgeries, along with other elective surgeries performed in 
the province. These measures were aimed at reducing both 
patient morbidity and use of health care resources, primarily by 
decreasing routine postoperative admissions to wards and 
intensive care units, in anticipation of a potential surge of 
patients with COVID-19.3

Although necessary, this initial strategy resulted in a backlog 
of cancer surgeries, and some patients faced longer wait times to 
surgical treatment.4 Given clear evidence showing that longer sur-
gical wait times can increase cancer-related risk of death, there is 
concern for the unintended consequences of the surgical slow-
downs during the COVID-19 pandemic.5–8 International data have 
projected the negative impact on long-term survival associated 
with potential delays to cancer diagnosis or surgery across vari-
ous cancer types.9–11 Recognizing the global differences in level of 
infection, response to the COVID-19 pandemic and cancer survival 
rates, country-specific data are required to understand local con-
sequences and better guide future responses to times of resource 
constraint. As such, the objective of the current study was to 
evalu ate the long-term implications of pandemic–related cancer 
surgery slowdowns on cancer survival in Ontario, Canada.
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Abstract
Background: With the declaration of 
the global pandemic, surgical slow-
downs were instituted to conserve 
health care resources for anticipated 
surges in patients with COVID-19. The 
long-term implications on survival of 
these slowdowns for patients with can-
cer in Canada is unknown.

Methods: We constructed a microsimu-
lation model based on real-world popu-
lation data on cancer care from Ontario, 
Canada, from 2019 and 2020. Our model 
estimated wait times for cancer surgery 
over a 6-month period during the pan-
demic by simulating a slowdown in 
operating room capacity (60% operating 

room resources in month 1, 70% in 
month 2, 85% in months 3–6), as com-
pared with simulated prepandemic 
conditions with 100% resources. We 
used incremental differences in simu-
lated wait times to model survival using 
per-day hazard ratios for risk of death. 
Primary outcomes included life-years 
lost per patient and per cancer popula-
tion. We conducted scenario analyses 
to evaluate alternative, hypothetical 
scenarios of different levels of surgical 
slowdowns on risk of death.

Results: The simulated model popula-
tion comprised 22 799 patients waiting 
for cancer surgery before the pandemic 

and 20 177 patients during the pandemic. 
Mean wait time to surgery prepandemic 
was 25 days and during the pandemic 
was 32 days. Excess wait time led to 0.01–
0.07 life-years lost per patient across can-
cer sites, translating to 843 (95% credible 
interval 646–950) life-years lost among 
patients with cancer in Ontario.

Interpretation:  Pandemic-related 
slowdowns of cancer surgeries were 
projected to result in decreased long-
term survival for many patients with 
cancer. Measures to preserve surgical 
resources and health care capacity for 
affected patients are critical to mitigate 
unintended consequences.
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Methods

Study design
We used an individual-level, discrete time, health state– 
transition model to forecast survival outcomes with pandemic-
related cancer surgery slowdowns. This study focused on 
patients with cancer receiving nonemergent cancer surgery in 
Ontario. Our study included patients with breast, gastrointes-
tinal, genitourinary, gynecological, head and neck, hepatobiliary, 
lung and prostate cancers. We used this model to evaluate sur-
vival outcomes among modelled populations of patients with 
cancer who underwent surgery in resource settings before the 
pandemic, compared with during the pandemic.

State-transition model
We simulated a model population of patients awaiting cancer 
surgery over a 6-month period in Ontario, Canada. This popula-
tion included patients with a decision to proceed to cancer sur-
gery who were on the wait-list at the beginning (day 1) of the 
pandemic, as well as new referrals for cancer surgery that we 
simulated as additional patients entering the microsimulation on 
weekdays over a 6-month time period. The model population 
was stratified by cancer disease site.

Patients already on the wait-list on day 1 were assigned an 
initial wait time. Upon model entry, these individuals could 
proceed with cancer surgery if an operating room was avail-
able. If no operating room was available, simulated patients 
would remain in the model’s wait-list health state. All simu-
lated incident patients who entered the model after day 1 were 
placed on the wait-list.

We ran the model with daily cycles (i.e., daily time steps) 
such that, each day, patients could proceed to the operating 
room if resources were available. If an operating room was 
unavailable, patients would enter or remain on the wait-list 
where they would accrue time. For patients on the wait-list, 
additional time was added for weekends (assuming no operat-
ing room would be available on Saturday or Sunday) and for 
patient-related delays (e.g., preoperative medical optimiza-
tion, travel time). From this, the model calculated the mean 
duration on the wait-list, stratified by cancer disease site.

We modelled long-term survival over a 10-year time horizon. 
For those patients that did not have any pandemic-related 
increase in wait time, survival was modelled based upon histor-
ical survival data from patients who underwent cancer surgery in 
Ontario. To model the survival implications from longer wait 
times to cancer surgery, we derived the difference in mean wait 
time between the simulated prepandemic population and simu-
lated pandemic scenarios, stratified by disease site. The differ-
ence in the simulated mean wait time was then used to estimate 
the risk of death owing to an incremental increase in wait time by 
applying literature-derived hazard ratios (HRs) for risk of death 
per day to the difference. The model was implemented using 
TreeAge Healthcare Pro 2021 software (TreeAge Software Inc.). 
Details on data input and model calibration can be found in 
Appendix 1, Supplemental File 1, available at www.cmaj.ca/
lookup/doi/10.1503/cmaj.202380/tab-related-content.

Base-case analysis
We conducted a base-case analysis to evaluate the survival outcomes 
for patients with cancer in Ontario who faced pandemic-related 
increases in wait times for curative-intent surgery owing to surgical 
slowdowns. In our model, pandemic operating room resources were 
simulated to reflect the observed Ontario response to the global pan-
demic. Real-world data on surgical activity during the pandemic were 
used to inform our model’s simulated pandemic resources such that 
simulated operating room resources were at 60% for the first month 
of the pandemic, 70% for the second month and 85% for months 3–6 
(Appendix 1, Supplemental Figure 1). Volumes of simulated patients, 
by disease site, were based on real-world estimates of surgical vol-
umes in 2019. Using Ontario data to provide estimates, we excluded 
simulated patients who may have received systemic therapy or radia-
tion therapy as a mitigation strategy to manage expected increases in 
wait times from the pandemic analysis (Appendix 1, Supplemental 
Table 2). As a comparator, we also simulated a prepandemic popula-
tion of patients awaiting cancer surgery with 100% available operat-
ing room resources. Additional methodological details can be found 
in Appendix 1, Supplemental File 1. The primary outcomes included 
life-years lost per patient and life-years lost among the affected 
Ontario population. We also included a secondary outcome of 10-year 
survival for the affected Ontario cancer population.

Scenario analysis
We conducted scenario analyses to explore the long-term implica-
tions of hypothetical scenarios of more restricted access to cancer 
surgery early in the pandemic. Specifically, these scenarios allowed 
for characterization of the relative change in life-years lost in hypo-
thetical scenarios of more restricted access to cancer surgery. These 
pandemic surgical slowdown (PSS) scenarios included one in which 
operating room resources for cancer surgery were maintained at 
60% for the first 6 months (PSS-1), as well as an alternative scenario 
that evaluated the implications of a 2-month slowdown at 60% oper-
ating room resources, followed by 75% for months 3–6 (PSS-2).

To characterize the uncertainty in the HRs used to estimate risk 
of death with longer wait times to cancer surgery, we conducted 
wait time mortality (WM) scenario analyses by varying the used per-
day HR to 1 of 3 scenarios: lower risk of death owing to longer wait 
times for all cancers (WM-1), higher risk of death owing to longer 
wait times for all cancers (WM-2) and higher risk of death owing to 
longer wait times for cancers with high risk of progression (WM-3). 

Ethics approval
Ontario Health (Cancer Care Ontario) and ICES are designated as 
“prescribed entities” for the purposes of section 45(1) of the Personal 
Health Information Protection Act of 2004. As such, they are authorized 
to collect personal health information from health information 
custodians without patient consent, and to use this information for the 
purpose of analysis or compiling statistical information with respect to 
the management, evaluation or monitoring of the allocation of 
resources to or planning for all parts of the health system, including 
the delivery of services. Projects that use data collected by ICES under 
section 45 of the Act, and use no other data, are exempt from ethics 
board review. The use of the data in this project is authorized under 
section 45 and approved by ICES’ Privacy and Legal Office. 
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Results

Based on real-world data from 2019, we estimated that 4639 patients 
were already on the wait-list for surgery on the first day of the pan-
demic, ranging from 158 patients with hepatobiliary cancers to 
1619 patients with genitourinary cancers, and that an additional 
140 new patients would be added to the wait-list every day (Table 1).

Base-case analysis
Table 2 summarizes the results of the base-case analysis of the 
prepandemic and pandemic populations. The simulated prepan-
demic model population comprised a total of 22 799 patients 
awaiting cancer surgery over a 6-month period between March 
2019 and September 2019. The mean time on the wait-list for this 
modelled population, in the setting of simulated normal operat-
ing room resources, was 25 days. The simulated pandemic model 
population comprised 20 177 patients, after exclusion of patients 
who received alternative treatments as a mitigation strategy to 
manage potential delays to cancer surgery. The mean wait time 
was 32 days after an initial slowdown to 60% operating room 
resources for month 1, 70% for month 2 and 85% for months 3–6, 
compared with a mean wait time of 25 days before the pandemic 

(incremental increase 7 d). This incremental increase in wait time 
resulted in an expected 843 (95% credible interval [CrI] 646–950) 
life-years lost among patients with cancer in Ontario (Table 2). 

The largest changes in life-years lost per patient were seen for 
patients with genitourinary (0.07 life-years lost, 95% CrI 0.06–
0.07), gastrointestinal (0.05 life-years lost, 95% CrI 0.05–0.06) and 
head and neck (0.05 life-years lost, 95% CrI 0.03–0.06) cancers. 
Survival at 10 years decreased by 0.3%–0.9% across cancer dis-
ease sites in the pandemic model compared with the prepan-
demic model, with the greatest change observed in patients with 
hepatobiliary cancers (26.0% prepandemic v. 25.1% pandemic) 
(Table 2 and Figure 1).

Pandemic scenarios
With a hypothetical 60% reduction in operating room resources 
for cancer surgery for the first 6 months of the pandemic (PSS-1), 
incremental increases in wait time of 10–21 days, compared with 
pre pandemic wait times, translated to 0.01–0.11 life-years lost 
per patient and reductions in 10-year survival by 0.3–1.6 percent-
age points, across cancer sites (Table 3). Overall, this translates 
to 1539 life-years lost among the population of Ontario patients 
requiring cancer surgery. 

Table 1: Data inputs for the microsimulation models 

Variable

Cancer site

Breast GI GU Gyne HN HPB Lung Prostate

No. of patients awaiting cancer surgery on day 1 
of pandemic*

922 390 1619 444 288 158 263 555

Daily no. of new patients awaiting cancer 
surgery†

36 18 36 16 11 6 10 7

Time on wait-list for day 1 patients, d‡ 55 63 55 37 62 71 20 70

Operating room capacity during pandemic§

    Month 1 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

    Month 2 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

    Months 3–6 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85

Risk of progression¶ Low Mod. Mod. Mod. High High Mod. Low

Daily HR applied for risk of death associated 
with increase in wait time

1.0030 1.0056 1.0056 1.0056 1.0056 1.0056 1.0056 1.0030

    WM-1 1.0027 1.0052 1.0052 1.0052 1.0052 1.0052 1.0052 1.0027

    WM-2 1.0032 1.0060 1.0060 1.0060 1.0060 1.0060 1.0060 1.0032

    WM-3 1.0030 1.0056 1.0056 1.0056 1.0105 1.0105 1.0056 1.0030

Note: GI = gastrointestinal, GU = genitourinary, Gyne = gynecological, HN = head and neck, HPB = hepatobiliary, HR = hazard ratio, Mod. = moderate; OH-CCO = Ontario Health – Cancer 
Care Ontario, SE = standard error, WM = wait time mortality, WTIS = Wait Time Information System.
*Number of patients on day 1 represents the estimate for patients already on the wait-list for cancer surgery as of the first day of the pandemic, as derived from OH-CCO WTIS data from 
2019.
†Daily number of new patients awaiting cancer surgery estimated from the total volume of patients waiting for cancer surgery over a 3-month time period in 2019, derived from 
OH-CCO WTIS data.
‡Time on waitlist for patients on wait-list as of the first day of the pandemic initially estimated from the mean, cancer-specific wait time in July 2019, with further calibration to target 
total model wait time to real-world wait times in the base-case analysis. This estimate represents the wait time that patients waiting for cancer surgery had already waited as of the 
start of the model.
§The provincial operating room capacity within the first 6 months of the initial pandemic declaration was derived from OH-CCO data. This was characterized as the operating room 
capacity within the first month (month 1), operating room capacity within the second month (month 2) and operating capacity in the third through sixth month (months 3–6).
¶A cancer’s risk of progression to death is based upon its historical 5-year survival estimates, classified as low risk of progression (5-yr survival > 90%), moderate risk of progression 
(5-yr survival 50%–90%) or high risk of progression (5-yr survival < 50%).9 To account for the uncertainty in the daily HR for risk of death applied with increases in wait time, scenario 
analyses were conducted using alternative HRs to depict lower risk of death owing to longer wait times for all cancers (WM-1), higher risk of death owing to longer wait times for all 
cancers (WM-2), and higher risk of death owing to longer wait times for cancers classified at a high risk of progression (WM-3).
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Table 2: Results from the base-case analysis for wait time, life-years lost and 10-year survival in the prepandemic and 
pandemic simulation models* 

Cancer 
site

Prepandemic Pandemic

No. of 
patients

Wait 
time, d

10-year 
survival, 

%
No. of 

patients
Wait 

time, d

Incremental 
increase in 

wait time, d

10-year 
survival, 

%

Life-years lost 
(95% CrI) per 

patient

Life-years lost 
(95% CrI) per 

population

All 
patients

22 799 25 61.7 20 177 32 7 61.3 – 843 (646–950)

Breast 5566 18 77.2 4497 22 4 76.9 0.01 (0–0.01) 44 (0–44)

GI 2812 21 51.4 2351 26 5 51.1 0.05 (0.05–0.06) 117 (117–141)

GU 6263 30 59.9 5924 36 6 59.6 0.07 (0.06–0.07) 414 (355–414)

Gyne 2508 26 67.6 2508 34 8 66.8 0.04 (0.02–0.05) 100 (50–125)

HN 1707 28 51.1 1572 37 9 50.5 0.05 (0.03–0.06) 78 (47–94)

HPB 932 23 26.0 782 28 5 25.1 0.02 (0.02–0.04) 15 (15–31)

Lung 1553 22 39.8 1242 29 7 39.1 0.04 (0.04–0.05) 49 (49–62)

Prostate 1458 52 78.3 1301 64 12 77.9 0.02 (0.01–0.03) 26 (13–39)

Note: CrI = credible interval, GI = gastrointestinal, GU = genitourinary, Gyne = gynecological, HN = head and neck, HPB = hepatobiliary.
*Model output for the base-case analysis depicting the mean wait time and survival outcomes of patients with cancer by disease site, in the prepandemic (i.e., with full operating room 
resources) and pandemic (i.e., with an initial slow-down of 60% operating room resources for month 1, 70% for month 2 and 85% for months 3–6) periods. The volume of simulated 
patients excludes those who may have undergone mitigation strategies with either systemic therapy or radiation therapy (Appendix 1, Supplemental data, available at www.cmaj.ca/
lookup/doi/10.1503/cmaj.202380/tab-related-content).
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Figure 1: Modelled survival outcomes from base-case analysis of simulated prepandemic (solid line) and pandemic (dotted line) populations, by cancer 
disease site. Note: GI = gastrointestinal, GU = genitourinary, Gyne = gynecological, HNC = head and neck, HPB = hepatobiliary. 
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In the less restrictive scenario in which operating room resources 
for cancer surgery were reduced to 60% for the first 2 months and 75% 
for the next 4 months of the pandemic (PSS-2), wait times were shorter 
than in PSS-1 (incremental increase 8–19 d), translating to fewer life-
years lost among the cancer population (1306 life-years lost).

Scenarios characterizing uncertainty in risk of death
Among patients with breast, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, gyne-
cological and prostate cancers, variation in the HRs for risk of 
death, associated with longer wait times, led to minimal deviations 
in expected life-years lost per patient (Appendix 1, Supplemental 
Table 4). The largest variation in life-years lost per patient was seen 

among cancers with a higher risk of progression (i.e., hepatobiliary 
and head and neck cancers), with a more than 1.5-fold increase in 
life-years lost with increases in the HR for risk of death associated 
with longer wait times.

Interpretation

In modelling of the long-term survival outcomes of COVID-19 
 pandemic-related cancer surgery slowdowns in Ontario, we 
showed variation in loss of life-years across cancer disease sites 
and notable increases in life-years lost if slowdowns were more 
restrictive. The health care response to the COVID-19 pandemic in 

Table 3: Results of pandemic surgical slowdown scenario analyses modelling alternative, hypothetical reductions in 
operating room resources  

Scenario
Mean wait 

time, d

Incremental 
increase in wait 

time,* d

Life-years lost per 
patient 

(95% CrI)

Life-years lost per 
population† 

(95% CrI)
10-year 

survival, %

Difference in 
10-year 

survival,* %

All patients

    PSS-1 40 15 – 1539 (1349–1765) 60.9 –0.8

    PSS-2 37 12 – 1306 (1111–1425) 61.0 –0.7

Breast

    PSS-1 28 10 0.01 (0–0.02) 44 (0–89) 76.9 –0.3

    PSS-2 26 8 0.01 (0–0.01) 44 (0–44) 76.9 –0.3

GI

    PSS-1 33 12 0.07 (0.07–0.08) 164 (164–188) 50.8 –0.6

    PSS-2 30 9 0.05 (0.04–0.06) 117 (94–141) 50.9 –0.5

GU

    PSS-1 43 13 0.11 (0.10–0.12) 651 (592–710) 58.8 –1.1

    PSS-2 41 11 0.10 (0.09–0.10) 592 (533–592) 59.2 –0.7

Gyne

    PSS-1 43 17 0.09 (0.08–0.10) 225 (200–250) 66.2 –1.4

    PSS-2 40 14 0.07 (0.06–0.08) 175 (150–200) 66.5 –1.1

HN

    PSS-1 45 17 0.10 (0.09–0.12) 157 (141–188) 50.0 –1.1

    PSS-2 42 14 0.08 (0.07–0.09) 125 (110–141) 50.2 –0.9

HPB

    PSS-1 36 13 0.09 (0.08–0.11) 70 (62–86) 24.7 –1.3

    PSS-2 33 10 0.08 (0.06–0.10) 62 (46–78) 24.8 –1.2

Lung

    PSS-1 38 16 0.09 (0.07–0.10) 111 (86–124) 38.2 –1.6

    PSS-2 35 13 0.06 (0.06–0.08) 74 (74–99) 39.0 –0.8

Prostate

    PSS-1 73 21 0.09 (0.08–0.10) 117 (104–130) 77.5 –0.8

    PSS-2 71 19 0.09 (0.08–0.10) 117 (104–130) 77.6 –0.7

Note: CrI = credible interval, GI = gastrointestinal, GU = genitourinary, Gyne = gynecological, HN = head and neck, HPB = hepatobiliary, PSS-1 = pandemic surgical slowdown scenario of 
60% operating room resources for first 6 months of pandemic; PSS-2 = pandemic surgical slowdown scenario of 60% operating room resources for the first 2 months of the pandemic 
and 75% resources for the next 4 months.
*Compared with modelled prepandemic population with full operating room resources.
†Life-years lost per population represented as the life-years lost per affected Ontario population.
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Ontario was driven by an intention to protect vulnerable popula-
tions of patients and reserve adequate health care resources to 
manage a potential surge of patients with COVID-19. We have 
shown the likely unintended consequences of this policy interven-
tion in Ontario. These results highlight the importance of data-
driven strategies to prioritize cancer surgery during times of sur-
gical resource constraint to mitigate these long-term consequences 
for patients with cancer.

As expected, we observed differential effects of risk of death 
based on cancer disease site, with the largest life-years lost seen 
among those cancers known to be at higher risk of death. 
Although our model was a simplification of the diverse disease 
trajectories, the notable differences in survival by disease site 
suggest a need for measures of surgical prioritization during 
pandemic -related slowdowns. 

Soon after the onset of the pandemic, Ontario Health – Can-
cer Care Ontario developed guidance documents to inform sur-
gical prioritization during surgical slowdown; however, most 
patients with cancer were prioritized into a moderate risk cat-
egory.12 Prioritization should not occur only within services, but 
rather across surgical services and cancer sites. Our data, which 
showed differential long-term risk of death for different cancers, 
can be used to refine surgical prioritization in future settings of 
limited surgical resources. Nonetheless, balancing poorer onco-
logic outcomes in patients with cancer with the overall goals of a 
health care system need to be considered, and future models 
should incorporate noncancer surgeries, as well as account for 
the system’s ability to manage a surge from a human and phys-
ical resource perspective.

Among accumulating data on the unintended consequences of 
the COVID-19 pandemic for patients awaiting cancer surgery, our 
data characterized the impact of pandemic-related surgical slow-
downs for patients with cancer in Ontario.9–11 In contrast to previ-
ous literature, our results characterized the survival implications 
of longer wait times based on actual data of surgical volume slow-
downs from the initial response to the pandemic in Ontario. 
Although our results are in keeping with the previous literature, 
the expected life-years lost from our data are lower than other 
studies, owing to the shorter simulated increases in wait times in 
our model and to conservative model estimates.10,11 Thus, this 
model is felt to better represent observed surgical slowdowns dur-
ing the initial pandemic response more than assumed or hypo-
thetical delays to cancer surgery. Nevertheless, the results of our 
pandemic scenario analysis — which showed a larger, deleterious 
impact on long-term survival with more restrictive access to can-
cer surgery — resonate with previous literature and highlight the 
importance of prioritizing cancer surgeries during times of surgical 
resource constraint. The absolute values of losses in life-years 
across these restrictive scenarios can be viewed as offsetting some 
of the gains that have been achieved through advances in oncol-
ogy care.13–17 Similar to how time, resources and finances have 
been invested to support these advances in oncology, the same 
investment should be directed toward strategies to avoid future 
impacts on timely access to cancer surgery.

During the pandemic, the volume of incident patients with can-
cer dropped, compared with prepandemic periods, thereby lead-

ing to a cohort of “missing” patients. This is likely attributed to 
diagnostic delays with fewer patients proceeding through routine 
cancer screening or other diagnostic pathways.18 These diagnostic 
delays pose the risk of stage migration, with early data describing 
a reduction in the reported incidence of early stage cancers with a 
concurrent increase in stage IV diagnoses among cancers with 
established screening programs.19 To account for these potential 
missing patients, our model simulated patient volumes based on 
prepandemic cancer surgery volumes. However, given a lack of 
comprehensive, cancer-specific data, we did not incorporate diag-
nostic delays and stage migration into this model. Recognizing the 
substantial differences in survival outcomes associated with 
advanced (as opposed to early-stage) cancer there are likely to be 
additional life-years lost because of delayed presentation of the 
missing patients during the pandemic. As such, our results are 
likely a conservative estimate of the true impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on outcomes of patients with cancer.

Limitations
All data used in this model are specific to patients with cancer 
treated in Ontario for the specific cancer types included, and this 
may limit generalizability. Interjurisdictional variability in surgical 
slowdowns (for instance, across the provinces) would translate to 
interjurisdictional differences in patient outcomes. Our model 
considered the potential use of additional therapies that may be 
offered before surgery (e.g., systemic therapy, radiation therapy) 
to mitigate the effects of increasing wait times to treatment by 
removing these patients from our simulated wait-list under the 
assumption that the survival of these patients would be similar to 
those who underwent surgery without delay. However, we 
acknowledge there may be survival implications of these mitiga-
tion strategies that could not be incor porated because of a lack of 
evidence of the clinical efficacy of these strategies. In addition, as 
it was expected that inclusion of patients who underwent mitiga-
tion strategies would likely have been associated with an increase 
in wait time and resultant decrease in expected long-term survival, 
we reinforce that our estimates for life-years lost are likely conser-
vative. Finally, the HRs used to model the effect of longer wait 
times on risk of death were not cancer-specific and thus, may 
either over- or under- represent outcomes across specific cancer 
disease sites. However, our approach to incorporate previously 
used per-day HRs for cancers with similar 5-year survival rates has 
been used by other international modelling studies and allows for 
comparability.

Conclusion
Longer wait times from slowdowns of cancer surgeries during the 
COVID-19 pandemic are projected to lead to decreased long-term 
survival for many patients with cancer. Future research should char-
acterize the additional impact of pandemic-related diagnostic 
delays and stage migration on patient outcomes. Although de- 
escalation of cancer surgeries during the pandemic may be required 
to protect vulnerable populations and create health care capacity, 
these slowdowns are associated with a risk of unintended harm. 
Careful management of health care resources is critical during times 
of resource constraint to mitigate unintended consequences.
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